Golden Jubilee School, Jalna
Minutes of 2nd PTA Executive Committee Meeting
Date: 30.09.2016
Venue: AVC, Golden Jubilee School, Jalna
Attendance:
Prashant Joshi, Kavita Raut, Agnes Mascarenhas, Shradha Devidhan, Zara Shaikh, Smita Zol, Harshal
Bohare, Shilpa Kendre, Wasif Ahmed, Pournima Ruikhedkar, Anita Agrawal, Smita Dahake, Sheetal
Bhakkad, Mahadev Bhosle, Jyotsna Bhale, Varsha Sahani, Meenakshi Choudhary, Leela Alamakala,
Manjush Salegaonkar, Suhasini Kulkarni, Payal Ahuja, Sarita Mundhe, Rathi Nair, Lakshmi Bhartiya,
Shradha Jindal, Deepak Kamad, Ayesha Dange.
2nd PTA executive committee Meeting started with the Principal welcoming the PTA members.
Principal informed the members about the minutes of the 1st PTA meeting which is placed on school
website and also read it out in brief.
Issue of transportation:
Principal emphasized on the safety of students and their transportation. He said we need to follow
the rules and regulation laid by the government. He informed that he had a meeting with the school
management as well as the RTO in this regard.
One of the parent members mentioned it is difficult to implement the bus service basically due to
improper and narrow roads and lanes in the city.
Adherence to school rules and regulation:
Principal informed that students should strictly adhere to the rules and regulation of the school.
Stylized hair and applying Mehandi is strictly not allowed in the school.
School accreditation:
Principal said CBSE has started school accreditation and our school had applied for the same. He
discussed about accreditation process and is expecting to get top grade.
School timing :
Principal informed that the school had a survey regarding school timing. He discussed about the
same with members. Most of the students wanted the school to get over by 4pm. Parents felt that
that would give the students spare time for themselves.
School bag’s weight:
Principal said that the weight of the school bag should not be more than 10% of the student's
weight.
One of the members suggested of having two sets of books. One set for home and another for
school.
One of the members asked about school tour. Principal said that we have not planned anything as it
is to be done at least 4 months prior to book railway tickets. He further said that the Head Girl and
the Head Boy suggested to travel by plane. Principal has decided to issue a letter in this regard.
One of the members spoke about the unhygienic conditions outside the school. Principal expressed
his concern and requested to inform him if such kind of issue arises.

One of the members requested to show answer sheets of class 9 students. Principal discussed about
it.
School fees:
Principal said that the school had not increased its fees last year so increase in the school fees the
coming year is necessary. There is a substantial increase of 30% in fees. He said it is because
government has introduced 7th pay commission. He also mentioned that schools like Nath Valley had
increased the fees by 30 % in the current academic year itself.
Principal requested parents to go through the fee structure.
At the end Principal thanked all PTA Executive Committee members.

(Mahadev Bhosale)
Secretary, PTA Executive Committee
Date: 30.9.2016

